NOTES:
1. TAB SIZE REFERENCE DIMENSIONS: .244" wide X .30" deep X .016 thick.
   KEYSTONE P/N 4470 QUICK-FIT SOCKET MAY BE USED FOR CONTACT.
2. LAMP SIZES FOR EACH HOLDER:
   -42 HOLDER CAN HOLD LAMPS FROM 38mm TO 43mm LONG
   -47 HOLDER CAN HOLD LAMPS FROM 40mm TO 44mm LONG
3. MINIMUM CONTACT DIAMETER .30"
4. LOCATION OF MOUNTING HOLE. HOLE DIA. : Ø3.5mm REF.
5. BODY MATERIAL: DUPONT FR50
   MAX. WITHSTAND TEMPERATURE 130C
   MAX. INTERMITTENT TEMPERATURE 180C
   MAX. WATTAGE: -42 10W
   -47 18W